Faculty Director for the UC San Diego Design Lab
University of California San Diego

Job Title: Faculty Director for the UC San Diego Design Lab
Department: Design Lab
Institution: University of California San Diego
La Jolla, California

Date Posted: Aug. 7, 2020
Application Deadline: 3/25/2021
Position Start Date: Available immediately

Job Categories: Director/Manager

Academic Field(s): Design - Product Design
Design - Interior Design
Design - Industrial Art/Design
Design - Graphic Design/Illustration
Design - Fashion & Textile Design

Apply Online Here: https://apptrkr.com/1890671

Job Description:
Faculty Director for the UC San Diego Design Lab

University of California San Diego

We seek a new director for the recently-established University of California, San Diego Design Lab, an international center where design can contribute to many issues and disciplines. This search is part of a major commitment by the University to weave design into the fabric of UCSD academic, research, and community life.
The Director will be expected (1) to oversee a program of impactful research, sustainable via educational programs, external funding, and/or other means; (2) to engage communities beyond the university; and, (3) to contribute to a climate of diversity, equity and inclusion.

Candidates are expected to demonstrate capacity to lead and build strong organizations and communities related to design, with credentials supporting appointment at the rank of Associate or Full Professor (tenured) in an appropriate academic department at the University of California, San Diego.

The candidate must have completed a terminal degree such as a PhD, MD, EdD, Dr.PH, PsyD, MBA, MFA, MDes, or equivalent, in their area of expertise and have a record of accomplishment in education, service, and research.

The position is a full-time, 12-month administrative appointment accompanied by a full-time appointment of Associate or Full Professor, either with tenure as a ladder-rank faculty member or with security of employment in the teaching professor series, and eligible for full university benefits. Applicants with dual career considerations, please see the [Partner Opportunities Program web page](https://aps.ucsd.edu/services/pop/index.html).

The University of California is committed to creating and maintaining a community dedicated to the advancement, application, and transmission of knowledge and creative endeavors through academic excellence, where all individuals who participate in University programs and activities can work and learn together in a safe and secure environment, free of violence, harassment, discrimination, exploitation, or intimidation. With this commitment, UC San Diego requires all candidates for academic appointments with tenure or security of employment to complete, sign, and upload the form entitled Authorization to Release as part of their application.

Salary: Salary is commensurate with qualifications and based on University of California pay scales.

All applications must be submitted to: [https://apol-recruit.ucsd.edu/JPF02419](https://apol-recruit.ucsd.edu/JPF02419)

Applications will be considered on a continuing basis until the position is filled.

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, or status as a protected veteran.
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Contact Information

Please reference AcademicKeys in your cover letter when applying for or inquiring about this job announcement.

Contact

University of California San Diego

,